
October 21 Sales Market Update 
With the summer well and truly behind us, we look back on the past few months and 

speculate on what to expect from the London property market between now and Christmas. 

Driven largely by the desire during Lockdown for more space, both inside and out, the UK 

market saw a significant uptick in activity bolstered by the temporary reduction in Stamp 

Duty Land Tax. The maximum £15,000 saving ended on 30th June, and this coincided with a 

relaxation of travel allowing buyers to take a well-deserved break from home.  

The country house market was more active than it had been for years as the opportunity 

came for many people to work from home for anything up to five days a week.  

Although Covid remains with us, many London based businesses have called for staff to 

return to their offices. We anticipate those reluctant commuters who departed for a rural 

lifestyle will soon tire of early starts and return journeys in the dark, and sales of smaller, 

centrally located flats for use as a pied-a-terre on Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Thursdays will 

increase. Hotels first saw this trend and surely buying a pad in town is more cost effective 

than paying hotel bills?  

Typical London townhouses have returned to popularity, but they still don’t command the 

price per square of lateral flats - especially those with outside space; the exception to this 

seems to be in the streets around the communal gardens in Notting Hill, where we have 

seen prices of nearly £4,000 per square foot being achieved.    

Newly modernised period homes in Prime Central London remain in short supply and always 

command a premium, particularly as the knock-on effects of Brexit are taking effect – good 

tradesmen are difficult to find as many highly skilled European workers have returned home 

and building materials are now scarce and more costly.  

As an agency specialising in garden square property, we always have buyers ready to snap 

up those special flats in addresses such the Cadogan’s and the Onslow’s. Testament to this 

was a sale during Lockdown of a superb but slightly dated, 2200 sq ft first-floor apartment 

across three buildings in Onslow Square. Bought by a family already renting in the square, 

we achieved over £3,000 per square feet and we have no doubt the value will increase 

significantly after the refurbishment.     

September has not been as busy as usual, but this could be down to many people having 

bought already, the lack of new stock and fewer international buyers.   

With the Chancellor due to release his Spending Review and Autumn Statement on 27th 

October, we hope that the mantra ‘levelling up’ does not mean more tinkering with 

property taxes…   
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